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In this Bulletin, we propose, based on Badolo tools for resilience and sustainability (www.cres-edu.org), families of information 
and a triangle of resilience to improve practices and solutions for integrating climate change and energy into development 
policies. 
Five dimensions e1, e2, e3, e4 and e5 of the energy sector are considered for a multidimensional approach 
 to resilience: 
 
• e1 = energy services availability 
• e2 = energy services demand 
• e3= energy services quality 
• e4 = energy sector financing 
• e5 = energy sector governance 
 
The first family of information includes the impact chains of climate risks on the energy sector. Impact Chains  ce1, ce2, ce3, 
ce4 and ce5 of length four are proposed: ce1= e1do, e1d1, e1d2, e1d3, e1d4;ce2 = e2do, e2d1, e2d2, e2d3, e2d4; ce3 = e3do, 
e3d1, e3d2, e3d3, e3d4; ce4 = e4do, e4d1, e4d2, e4d3, e4d4;ce5 = e5do, e5d1, e5d2, e5d3, e5d4 
 
In a chain of impacts, do is the direct impact and dj (j = 1, …, 4) is the indirect impact of order (j). In a given context, 
Climprospect impact algorithm could be used to establish impact chains. 
 

The second family of information is the family of subsets of vulnerability factors vce1, vce2, vce3, vce4 and vce5 associated 

with the five impact chains. These subsets, which can be obtained by Climprospect vulnerability algorithm, indicate the 

vulnerability to be addressed to mitigate the impacts of climate risks on the energy sector. They are: vce1 = {ve1do, ve1d1, 

ve1d2, ve1d3, ve1d4}; vce2 = {ve2do, ve2d1, ve2d2, ve2d3, ve2d4}; vce3 = {ve3do, ve3d1, ve3d2, ve3d3, ve3d4};  

vce4 = {ve4do, ve4d1, ve4d2, ve4d3, ve4d4}; vce5 = {ve5do, ve5d1, ve5d2, ve5d3, ve5d4} 

In the subsets of vulnerability factors, veidj (i = 1, …, 5; j = 0, …,4) is the group of vulnerability factors to be addressed to mitigate 
the impact eidj (i = 1, …, 5; d = 0, …,4). Vulnerability can be economic; social, environmental, scientific, technological, 
institutional or political. 
 
The third family of information is that of the subsets of resilience solutions zce1, zce2, zce3, zce4 and zce5. These subsets, 
which can be obtained by Climprospect resilience algorithm, indicate the solutions to be implemented in order to reduce the 
vulnerability of the energy sector to climate risks. They are: zce1 = {ze1do, ze1d1, ze1d2, ze1d3, ze1d4}; zce2 = {ze2do, ze2d1, 
ze2d2, ze2d3, ze2d4}; zce3 = {ze3do, ze3d1, ze3d2, ze3d3, ze3d4}; zce4 = {ze4do, ze4d1, ze4d2, ze4d3, ze4d4}; zce5 = {ze5do, 
ze5d1, ze5d2, ze5d3, ze5d4} 
In the subsets of resilience solutions, zeidj (i = 1, …, 5; j = 0, …,4) is the group of resilience solutions to be implemented to 
reduce the vulnerability under the group of vulnerability factors veidj (i = 1, …, 5; j = 0, …,4). 
 
The contextual repercussions of the impacts of climate change on the energy sector will be considered for the five development 
sectors which are the economic sector, the sector of social services, the sector of natural resources, the sector of infrastructure 
and political governance sector. For these five development sectors, five families of repercussions of the impacts of climate 
change on the energy sector fd1, fd2, fd3, fd4 and fd5 are to be developed: fd1 = {repercussions of ce1, ce2, ce3, ce4 and ce5 

for the economic sector}; fd2 = {repercussions of ce1, ce2, ce3, ce4 and ce5 for the basic social services sector};  

fd3 = {repercussions of ce1, ce2, ce3, ce4 and ce5 for the natural resources sector}; fd4 = {repercussions of ce1, ce2, ce3, 

ce4 and ce5 for the infrastructure sector}; fd5 = {repercussions of ce1, ce2, ce3, ce4 and ce5 for political governance}. 

 
The contextual vulnerability to be considered in connection with the families fd1, fd2, fd3, fd4 and fd5 is that under the families 
vfd1,vfd2, vfd3, vfd4 and vfd5: vfd1 = {factors of vulnerability of the economic sector to the impacts of climate change on the 
energy sector}; vfd2 = {vulnerability factors of the basic social services sector to the impacts of climate change on the energy 
sector}; vfd3 = {vulnerabilities of the natural resources sector to the impacts of changes in the energy sector }; vfd4 = {factors 
of vulnerability of the infrastructure sector to the impacts of climate change on the energy sector }; vfd5 = {vulnerabilities of 
political governance to climate change impacts on the energy sector} 
 

Platform of scientific resources for resilience and sustainability: www.cres-edu.org 
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To mitigate the repercussions of the impacts of climate change risks on the energy sector, five families of resilience solutions 
zfd1, zfd2, zfd3, zfd4 and zfd5 are to be considered and developed: zfd1 = {economic sector resilience solutions to the impacts 
of climate change on the energy sector}; zfd2 = {social services sector resilience solutions to climate change impacts on the 
energy sector}; zfd3 = {natural resource sector resilience solutions to the impacts of change on the energy sector };  
zfd4 = {solutions for the resilience of the infrastructure sector to the impacts of climate change on the energy sector};  
zfd5 = {political governance resilience solutions to climate change impacts on the energy sector} 
 
The main tool that we propose for the planning, management and monitoring and evaluation of the integration of the 
impacts of climate change on the energy sector in public development policies is the triangle of resilience 
 shown in Figure (1). 
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Figure (1): Triangle of resilience for integrating the impacts of climate change on the energy sector 
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